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Aside all the scientific evidence on the errors of race mixing readily available, today, we have
((("egalitarian"))) science, which forces everything into the same clump. Scientists in their
majority are arrogant and they have relinquished their spirit of questioning. Especially scientists
of an older age they simply just pick an army to march with, rather than to question their
knowledge, or try to expand it, or go after the truth.
A typical example here is many scientists disregard obviously existing facts. Such as that
humans have telepathy, or that different races of people that are different and deserve attention
for this fact, because actually, this is beautiful that we have many different people on the world
and not one clump of everyone being the exact same.
An example of this is the United States, where egalitarianism and the lies that all races are
equal are being spewed endlessly on the populace. These are even scientifically unfounded, but
who cares, right? The last time a research on race happened, the scientists who did that were
lucky to have escaped with their heads intact. As you see, monkeys can't tolerate some facts.
Now, how do scientists make their bread? You guessed it, by doing research. And who FUNDS
this research and decides the aims of it? The sponsor. And what does the sponsor most of the
time seek in return? To justify something 'scientifically'. Science has become the new pope
providing the "Sin Allowance" papers in more than one of our present day retarded beliefs.
If Soros wants to prove the races are equal, he just finds a few scientists who have been grown
in the theoretical box of a particular creed, he pays them, and he stages a few researches.
These just prove later that 'races are equal' and Soros pushes forward his emissaries to rant
and rave about this 'newfound' truth.
Soros can also take his communist squads to also attack decent people in the scientific
community, but the community is also self-regulating: by the time some belief which looks
'surreal' appears, the scientist is most of the time immediately banished. The same was not the
case in the beginnings of the enlightement and science back then, because it was not as highly
infiltrated as it is today.
This modern civilization has agreed upon the same lies, but without asking anyone for it. It just
brainwashed it's subjects. For example, you cannot question Rabbi Jesus, Race Mixing as a
True Civilization condition, and numerous other things. When you attack these concepts, the
conscience of people collapses like a pack of cards, because these people are weak. The
enemy also wants to make manifestations of these believed lies, such as to racially mix
everyone with everyone.
Now we are only in the beginning of this process, but in the next hundreds of years, the race
mixing will have went too deeply, and with disastrous social and existential consequences.
Some people are mixed now but nowhere close to the full effect of where this plan would end.
Yes, you heard it right, on a final level, the issues will be way more than encountered today. We
are talking about Existential consequences.

When you study the most basic aspects of biology, the first question that comes to mind
is, why, since we know these very simplistic truths that are scientifically proven, why we
do not apply them in our human existence, or choose to admit only half of it? Because if
we did, it would be threatening to the common lies believed by this civilization of
somnambulists.
For example, a baboon cannot mate with a tiger or lion. When the sperm of the baboon
would touch the lion's egg, it is rejected by a natural procedure. This is decided by
nature. It makes sense things are that way.
When you put two different species to mate, for example, Lion and Tiger, they may be
'compatible' enough to produce offspring, but the offspring loses the ability to
reproduce. This is what Ligers have, they cannot reproduce. They are otherwise powerful
animals, and nobody would want to fight a liger, but the thing is, it's unnatural to do
these things. The term for this natural blocking is a postzygotic mechanism, and nature
does this to prevent this mistake from happening again.
It's obvious that nature doesn't really like these experiments for a number of reasons.
Animals race mix only if they are forced to do it and when there are no other options, in
which case, they may not even decide to do this and prefer to die. How breeders do this
breeding of new species is by locking dogs and forcing them to mate. The same thing
goes for cats and other species. Many of the offsprings are weak, frail, die, or lose the
ability to reproduce. Once in a while, and on the hundreds or thousands of failed
attempts, they create offsprings that can live, and reproduce, and maybe are also the
'desirable'.
Animals do not go in these lengths of stupidity as humans do. Why does this happen on
the animals behalf and they do not engage in bizarre activities in most cases? Simply,
because they want to create superior offspring. Animals in all their lack of logic do act in
the most logically sensible manners.
Another manifestation of the above is when we have two different species, and the sperm
can actually enter the egg. Then, the egg can simply break constantly on the early stages
of development. This can happen either before birth, or this mechanism can be triggered
generations after the creation of a hybrid. The third situation when different species
mate, is they can produce an offspring that may be able to have children, but at some
point, their genetic power to do so will be removed. This is not always predictable, but it
can happen sooner or later, a few generations after the initial admixture. Some species
such as cats and dogs have fell in this category and mixed breeds have as such went
extinct forever.
So let me ask you some question now. Given humanity largely does what is considered
the 3rd category of this, do we know, what will be the consequences of humanity's
present day bastardization health wise as well? We do not. But we do know that despite
all medical advances, people are frailer than they have ever been.

Just look at how emotionally frail people are when you question their BS, they are ready
to remove someone's life over this, this is how much they are affected. Look at the crazy
communist mixed mobs in the US by Soros and you will notice this. The funny thing is
that many such individuals also claim BS that they are going by the light of scientific
knowledge. More like, selective scientific forgery.
The last argument many people use is that "since it CAN happen, then mommy nature
excuses it, so get your foreign race dick today and extinct yourself slut, because nature
allows this". But the issue here is, if you put a homo sapiens with a neanderthal, which is
essentially putting a monkey man to mate with modern man, the mating would still
happen, and would produce offspring. This has been the theory in the scientific
community simply because of comparing the two. So because opening the legs can
actually give life, it doesn't mean the life given is worthy, prospectus, or that it will live
long enough.
Lastly on the case of literal bestiality, there are not many subjects, but on the existing
knowledge we have, people who commit bestiality have a higher chance to develop
penile or genital cancer and all sorts of cancer inducing germs, that can, as time
progresses, create all sorts of unpredictable diseases. Aka nature kills these people in a
flaunt of revenge sooner or later. Let aside infections and other things.
But why? Maybe because humanity is doing absolutely the most sickening things ever
committed on the face of this planet, by unnatural life standards and spitting nature in
the face? There is obviously retardation to life's rules, and a purposeful neglect of people
to abide by these rules.
Knowing the above, do we really know where the genetic experiment that is being carried
out on this world is going? Obviously not. Nobody knows. Is it worthwhile? Obviously
not. Is is beneficial? No, it's not in anyway beneficial in the longterm, or on the short
term. But humans in a fallen spiritual state are also retarded creatures, and nature
doesn't really stand up for 'keep all the tards alive', so many people will go down from
this process.
Another thing people brush out is that nature, and there is a scientific term for this that I
forgot, protects the different species by putting them in different regions. It happens on a
micro scale, and it has to do simply with the term of our natural habitat. Obviously,
modern transportation has voided this. But it's clear as to why all races have been
adjusted to different living environments.
Brainwashing aside, when primal men saw another tribe, their first instinct was to see if
they were hostile, and if they were, war was always the second option. This aside from
these tribal people being stupid, was that these individual species were trying to keep
their own identity and resources for said, alive.
Putting a bird into a nest of cats is never a good idea. Now we put birds into nests so we
can call them cute, and sedate the cat and the bird so we can prove our retarded
convictions. Then the bird disappears and people blame the cat for it, or the bird for

being 'too weak'. BEHOLD THE RETARDATION OF MODERN "MAN".
Now the enemy attempts an experiment that has unknown effects to the populace, but
effects very well known to them. This will eventually, given also modern advances, create
a 'human race' which is weak, fully servile, with lower IQ, and with a DNA mixed down in
the tens and tens of generations, nobody knows how this ends. Nature is forgiving to
race mixing happening in some situations with humans, but if it keeps happening, nature
terminates the process on her own in abrupt and deadly manners.
As to what race mixed hybrids kept down for thousands of years make, just look at the
jewish race, because indeed, they fit in this category for thousands of years now. While
we know and they have admitted they are also part reptilian, they are also part everyone
else, contributing to the general insanity and evil this disharmonious species is bringing
upon the earth and all it's inhabitants.
It really wants others to become what it itself has become, and to put them in a level way
lower, so these rat-human-reptile hybrids can indeed rise as 'racially clean masters' over
the 'race mixed goyim cattle'. So imagine how much the process has to go for humans to
become crappier than the harbinger of all crap, which is the jew.
If this 'global culture' cared and it was run by decent individuals, what it would be doing
would be simple:
It would help all the different human races or species of earth to become the strongest
and the best they can become, by respecting their differences and building on these
differences without hatred expressed as forced assimilation. This would ensure our
safety as a planet and constant development away from all forms of miserable existence
that is created by our old weaknesses. The process to this betterment would be first
spiritual and then also part scientific, but in tune with nature. Which what the 'primal'
people (As accused by scientists) of our recent past, have been doing, bringing birth to
wonderful and capable races that are diverse and powerful in their own ways.
This would make earthlings a species worth of attention and further development, so we
can reach to the stars and beyond.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Re: On Race Mixing
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jun 17, 2018 12:27 am
Dfiyo wrote:How to talk with people who say that all people are from a black man from
Africa? . People say that DNA testing has confirmed this.

Yea, it has confirmed this, cause they heard so.
Even if that were the case does that justify anything of extincting present day existing races? It
does not. All this is, is a useless regression, even in their idiotic 'theory'.
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Victory of satan wrote:So, what about race mixed people? Will they stop reproducing at
some point due to their mixed genes? I ask this because I often think about how NS
governments in the future, after the jews are defeated, will manage race mixing. I think they
will prevent whites from mating with other races and mixed people, but will race-mixed
people stop from reproducing due to their mixing?
I'm mostly white, but I have some black (I think Arab) genes coming from my mother ( she
was born in argentina from an English father and an Argentinian mother but we don't know
her origins and her race) should I mate with a girl with the same degree of race mixing that I
have? Or with a pure white woman?
Last question. Can you please clarify the fact about race mixing and magnum opus? If I
reach immortality, will my body transform into a racially pure body or keep my degree of race
mixing?

The dangers I have talked about come in the late stages of race mixing. There are rare
observances of this fact now with present day humans. If the enemy gets their way and
everything becomes a forced clump, then I can't know exactly when or how, but this is going to

be disastrous.
The amount of people who are mixed now and to whatever extent is only a fraction to what the
enemy wants to make out of this world. Many people are mixed now but there are still defined
races on people on the earth still. So you're fine and this is not in anyway an impediment to you
or anyone else.
As you said you have a dominant blueprint. But you should refrain from doing further mixing for
dangers aforementioned.
That's all there is to it. No need to exaggerate things.
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TheFlea wrote:Also, kind of off topic. But I know you have reiterated that the outward
appearance of the body is a manifestation of what the soul is on the inside. How much of this
is altered by the family one reincarnates into? For instance, when one reincarnates, would
they look identical as before or just very similar? (bald or with hair, same color eyes, etc)
Also, last two questions I promise, are birth defects or problems during birth caused by past
life karma?
Lastly, I have heard someone recently say, that there have been instances where someone
is born and has serious problems because of choices they have made in a past life. Such as
having to do with major disfiguring diseases, and I'm wondering what one could Do to cause
such a thing?
In a fire recently 5 siblings were sadly burned to death, so sad. And I'm wondering, are
siblings usually related also in past lives (also other friends and family members, I assume
from what I've read on JoS, though I also ponder how common this is), could they have all
done something in a prior life to bring such a calamity?
Enough, sorry for all the questions people. I've just been thinking about these things for a few
months now. Sermons have answered some questions but given rise to other questions I am
curious about as well

Some disasters can come to people from past life karma, in other cases, disasters can come
from stupidity of the parents, or stupidity of other people around, same as the mismanagement
of other people in relation to the people in question.

Aka some idiot presses a red nuclear button, and people die. This doesn't mean their karma
was sick, but they got affected by the sick karma of another person who had influence over
them, for example. However the people who have this happen, as a group of unit, somehow
have managed, probably by generations of mistakes, for psychopaths to be in power.
Take the jews for instance. They harm everyone, but this has happened because people have
ALLOWED this to happen. So if they press a red button and kill people, it's accumulated karma
from a very long time, necessarily personal. Didn't the jews tell people openly they want to kill
them? Don't people believe in jewish fairytales? Well you get what you go after in nature.
Endless blood has been spilled over these jewish fantasies.
The poor children in question could have been burned again together before. But it can also be
clear calamity coming from other people, or negative natural forces etc. "We" are not always
responsible, but most of the time, we are.

